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What exactly does a wildlife biologist for a state agency do? Contrary to many of his relative's

perceptions, David Kocka is not a park ranger, a forest ranger, or even a game warden. Bear

With Me, My Deer: Tails of a Virginia Wildlife Biologist is a glimpse into one man's adventures

while working for an agency, which is responsible for managing the wildlife resources within its

boundaries. The sometimes-humorous accounts have taken David to the top of a parking

garage while chasing a black bear and to the middle of a college campus to extract a hormone-

driven deer from a building. Although he has avoided news agencies as much as possible, one

of his adventures was summarized in People Magazine. Most biologists have similar stories to

share, but David in Bear With Me, My Deer: Tails of a Virginia Wildlife Biologist gives an

account of his adventures in the field, documenting how they can occur any time, day or night.

Humor is an important tool, which he yields almost as often as he uses his dart pistol. Through

his thirty years as a wildlife biologist, David has met many interesting people too-and some

have become lifelong friends. Set in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, these true

stories enable the reader to enjoy each wildlife encounter and hopefully allow them to connect

with the outdoors like never before.

Worth reading . . . Stonier-Newman paints us a picture of life as it was.—The Daily

News(2006-06-01) --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLynne Stonier-

Newman is a freelance writer, communications consul-tant and enthusiastic historian who is

the author of articles, poetry and plays about B.C. She was born in Quesnel, where her father

was the BCPP patrolman. Her first book was Policing a Pioneer Province. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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United States of AmericaIntroductionI remember sitting at lunch one day with a friend and

saying, “I have truly been blessed in my career, working as a wildlife biologist.” I don’t believe

this has been the result of random chance but rather by the guidance of my Lord, Jesus Christ.

“‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper you and not to harm

you, plans to give you hope and a future’” (Jer. 29:11).That being said, after more than a

quarter century as a biologist, I’m confident all wildlife biologists could write a book composed

of interesting stories. I say this to make sure the readers of this book know I don’t feel like I’m

any different from other biologists who have chosen this career path. I simply decided to write

these stories before I forget the details and in an effort to pass my stories on to my children

and grandchildren. In an age of e-mail, texting, tweeting, and the like, much of which I don’t

understand, I think it is becoming increasingly more difficult to take time to actually document

some of the things we have experienced. Of course, I hope the reader will find them

interesting.These stories almost exclusively have occurred in the Shenandoah Valley of

Virginia, which in my opinion is one of the most scenic places in North America. In Virginia, this

valley encompasses portions of eight counties, lies between the Blue Ridge and Allegheny

Mountains, and was considered the “breadbasket of the Confederacy” during the Civil War. The

earliest settlers made homes in the area by 1727, and eventually, many German and Scotch-

Irish immigrants settled there. Even though I’ve had the privilege of living and working here for

nearly thirty years, I’m still considered a newcomer since my ancestors didn’t fight during the

war of northern aggression!I never knew my paternal grandparents. My grandfather passed

away when my father was a young boy, and my grandmother died soon after my parents were

married. I only knew Peter, my dad, for nineteen years until he died suddenly. A wealth of

stories and history disappeared with the passing of each of these individuals. My maternal

grandfather actually compiled a book for family members of his life so his story could be

passed on to his children and grandchildren. Likewise, my mother, Alma, wrote her life story

several years before she passed away.Unlike my mother and grandfather, the purpose of this

book is just to share some of the interesting aspects of my career as a biologist. After turning

the last page, some readers may think every day as a wildlife biologist is exciting and full of

adventure. That couldn’t be further from the truth. Many days are spent sending e-mails,

answering phone calls, or attending meetings. Because of technology, with every passing day,

we become more distanced from the very wildlife resources we are so passionate about

managing. A colleague who previously worked for the US Fish and Wildlife Service once told

me he had to take vacation days to actually be able to spend time outside on the refuge he

was responsible for managing. If that day comes, I will know it is time for me to retire!I still

remember the first black bear I worked on without the assistance of another biologist. It didn’t

go very well for me or the bear that day because it was still very much of a learning experience.

However, as difficult as that day was, it will be much more difficult on the day when I’ll work

with my last bear! At that point, I will have to hand the reins over to other biologists, and it will

be compounded by the fact that I may not know at the time that it was “my last.” Therefore,



during each passing day I’m trying to savor those moments when I get to work with bears and

other creatures that I’ve been blessed to share experiences with.AcknowledgmentsI can’t

begin to acknowledge all the individuals who have personally affected my life during graduate

school, in my first position in Oklahoma, and while I’ve worked as a biologist in Virginia. I will

list (not in any particular order) some of those folks who have been positive influences on me.

Dr. Dave Samuel and Dr. Ed Michael convinced me to go on to graduate school after

completing my bachelor’s degree at West Virginia University. Dr. Mike Pelton, who accepted me

as a student, sight unseen, into the graduate program at the University of Tennessee, has had

a profound impact on my career as a biologist. Mike is a southern gentleman who is one of the

most respected biologists in our field and an exceptional naturalist. Since his retirement and

subsequent move to the Shenandoah Valley with his wife Tamra, Mike and I have developed a

good friendship that far exceeds that of a professor and his former student.Al Bourgeois has

been a mentor, coworker, and most importantly, a family friend (along with Debbie, Ryan, and

Jill) since we were both hired by the agency. The late Dennis Martin, who was our black bear

biologist until his retirement, taught me many things about bears, people, and how to work with

both. He and his wife Carole (who was our secretary) were also surrogate (local) grandparents

to our kids as they were growing up. Gary Spiers, my former supervisor, another southern

gentleman, who hired me as a biologist for DGIF. Jerry Blank, to whom I will always be a

rookie, taught me much about trapping and handling black bears and many aspects of

fieldwork. I’m honored to call Jerry a friend as well as a coworker. Fred Frenzel, coworker and

friend, who always has a very dry sense of humor. I wish to thank Oliver Burkholder and the

late Joe Huffer for their dedication to the wildlife resources and their friendship to this “college

kid” who became their supervisor and friend.Gary Norman, Mike Fies, Larry Mohn, Nelson

Lafon, Matt Knox, Dave Steffen, Cale Godfrey, Jay Jeffreys, Paul Bugas, Roy Swartz, Steve

Reeser, Jason Hallacher, Kent Burtner, Jaime Sajecki, Betsy Stinson, Dr. Megan Kirchgessner,

Larry Crane, Allen Boynton, Bill Bassinger, John Baker, Jim Bowman, Ron Messina, Pete

Acker, Dr. Gary Costanzo, Karen Austin, Dan Lovelace, Katie Martin, Blair Smyth, Hank

Tomlinson, Kim Echols, Phillip Hanger, Gene Sours, John Pound, Kenny Sexton, Rodger

Propst, and Patty Knupp have all been great influences and, more importantly, terrific friends. It

has been a pleasure to work with each one of these individuals, and I’m always amazed at how

much dedication they have to the wildlife resources they have been entrusted to manage. Many

of these individuals have been recognized by their peers either regionally or nationally for their

exceptional work, and I have been honored to work with them over the years. I’ve worked with

many of our CPOs (game wardens), and even if not named in any of the stories, they likewise

are dedicated to their profession.As the director of DGIF, Bob Duncan must navigate the

tumultuous waters where biology and politics collide on a daily basis. Bob is a fellow UT

alumnus and another of Mike Pelton’s former students, so we share several bonds, including

friendship. Dr. Bill McShea, Lisa Ware, Warren Lynch, Linwood Williamson, and Dr. Scott

Derrickson from the Smithsonian’s Conservation Biology Institute in Front Royal exposed me to

many species of wildlife beyond the borders of Virginia while working cooperatively with them

on deer management issues.The hunters and landowners I have interacted with throughout my

career have often been interesting to know, and many, such as the Zirkles, Wilts, Rhodes and

others, have become good friends. I also need to acknowledge the various US Forest Service,

National Park Service, and US Fish and Wildlife Service professionals I have worked with

through the years.Dr. Mike Vaughan and the many students and technicians who became

friends while we conducted the ten-year black bear study cooperatively with Virginia Tech. In

addition to the Virginia Tech students, I’ve been blessed to be able to share experiences with



students from several colleges in the area over the years, including Bridgewater College,

James Madison University, and George Mason University. They’ve helped teach this old dog

some new tricks. Several of these students are now in the profession, which has been

rewarding.I thank Clay Sterrett for editing an initial version of these stories. Gabby Urgo, Chad

Brown, and Jim and Rita Conley reviewed and made helpful suggestions to an earlier version

as well.Thanks to my sister Carlene and my brother John who have spoken volumes to me as

they have lived their lives and for their encouragement while I attended school for what seemed

like a lifetime. David A. and Loretta Kocka, their children (David, Steve, Patty, and Tom), and

their spouses, through their words and actions have simply taught me how to love others.Most

importantly, I acknowledge that as much as I’ve enjoyed this career and the wildlife I’ve been

fortunate to have worked with, I have been truly blessed to share this journey with my wife

Donna, our three wonderful kids (Jacob, Anna, and Esther), one daughter-in-law, and a

grandson. The danger of loving what you do for a living is you can easily devote time to those

pursuits, which can have a profound impact on a person’s family life. As a coworker once

commented to me, “I’m married to my wife and not the job or the resource.” This was sound

advice that I took to heart. Donna has helped me balance the work/family life pendulum well.

My stories include instances when each of our children were along and were able to help with

some aspect of fieldwork. Although Donna was not involved in much fieldwork, she has

assisted in many ways and has been there to listen as I try to debrief after many days afield. I

truly thank her from the bottom of my heart.An Inconvenient DeerIt was early November 2010,

and I had taken a few days off from my job as a wildlife biologist to work with Thomas, a friend

and contractor I had hired to put a new roof on my house. We had already worked several days

and were making some progress when my cell phone rang. Even though I was off work, I often

keep my phone on as other staff might have questions or need advice in certain situations.

When I picked up the phone, I noticed the caller ID showing that Charlie was trying to reach

me. Charlie is an animal warden employed by Rockingham County, and we have known each

other for many years. I answered and tried to explain to Charlie that I was off. However, he told

me a deer was inside a small convenience store called Mr. Chips in the middle of the James

Madison University (JMU) campus. He was on site with several JMU police. It was the

beginning of the breeding season (rut) for deer, and this buck had evidently seen its reflection

in a window and charged at it thinking there was another buck in the area and he needed to do

some sparring. I told Charlie to have the police open the door and let the deer out, but they

said they wouldn’t with all the students and vehicles in the area. I shook my head and started

to climb down from the roof. I told Charlie I was twenty-five minutes away, and he said that was

fine because the buck was not going anywhere.I changed clothes to look more professional

and jumped in my truck, heading to Harrisonburg and the JMU campus. In a situation like this,

some drugs are often required. One thing people don’t understand is with the hunting season

already taking place (archery season started the month before), drugged animals can’t just be

released based on the requirement of withdrawal times for the drugs to exit the system of the

animal in question. Any animal that could potentially become human food would fall under this

precaution. This allows for the drugs to exit the body before someone might consume it. Unless

data exists, showing a particular withdrawal time, the required period is forty-five days, which is

a Food and Drug Administration requirement.Not being a law enforcement officer, I have no

blue lights, so of course I have to obey all speed limits and other laws of the road when

responding to a wildlife call. This does not mean I drive like a grandmother on her way to

church, but if I get bagged by some overzealous state trooper or local enforcement officer, the

ticket would be mine and not paid for by the state of Virginia. I tried to get to Harrisonburg in a



timely manner and weaved my way through the campus to the location of Mr. Chips. When I

arrived, I saw the JMU Police had the area secured and Charlie was waiting near his official-

use vehicle. I parked, and Charlie approached as I exited my truck. “Sorry to call you on your

day off, but as you know, I have no drugs for wrangling a deer,” Charlie said. I nodded that it

was okay and walked over to look in the door at the small buck.What appeared to be a one-

and-a-half-year-old buck was standing in the storage portion of the store and did not appear to

be injured, despite crashing through a small window to enter the building. Out of the corner of

my eye, I saw something that really made me giggle and gave me reason to want to sit back

and not do anything. Parked not far away was a pickup truck with the fancy (and expensive)

box that fills a pickup bed, indicative of a veterinarian. I could see he was standing nearby and

had a jab stick or pole syringe in his hand. A pole syringe is simply a syringe built onto a pole,

so you can reach a distance of several feet to be able to immobilize an animal. On the working

end of the pole is a regular syringe. You fill the syringe with drugs, add a needle, and as the

needle makes contact with the animal, further pushing on the end of the pole administers the

drug into the muscle or other tissue where the needle has made contact. I have respect for

veterinarians, but unless they have dealt with very many wild animals, they should just focus on

the domestic animals they have been trained to encounter.I’m not trying to sound like wildlife

biologists are trained as well as vets, but we deal with wild animals as professionals and they

are unlike the domestic, often companion animals, vets spend their careers dealing with.

Bottom line, I don’t try to treat a cat, and most persons trained on domestic animals should not

try to extract a buck from a small building. Although well intended, I am sure the vet thought

because the deer looked calm, it could easily be sedated by simply entering the Mr. Chips

building, jabbing the deer with the pole syringe, and waiting for the drugs to take effect.

However, even if the deer remained calm once a person entered the room, I was quite sure it

would react to being jabbed with a syringe. Knowing how police often think, I am sure they had

summoned some poor vet from the community to act as a backup in case I had not

responded.Part of me really wanted to watch the vet attempt this and witness the ensuing

commotion caused by a jabbed buck, but I just wanted to get this procedure done and get back

to my roof repairs. So I kindly took the lead role and went about preparing the drugs I would

need. For deer, we use a combination of Telazol and Xylazine, which has a proven track record

for our native white-tailed deer as well as other members of the deer family. I mixed my drugs

and estimated the buck’s weight, which would give me the correct dosage of drugs to

immobilize him.For those readers who have a few gray hairs on their heads, they will

remember Marlin Perkins and the Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom show that used to air each

week on TV. Marlin, or more likely Jim his sidekick, always made it look easy when they

immobilized wildlife with drugs. That is TV, not real life. We are never totally certain how an

individual animal will react to the drugs that are proven safe and effective for that species.

Same thing happens with people—that is why we sign so many forms when we have

procedures done in hospitals. No one knows how you will react, and that is in a very controlled

situation. A buck in a convenience store is not a controlled situation.I loaded my dart for the

deer and made sure my dart pistol was operating correctly with a good CO2 cartridge installed.

To visualize a dart, think of a syringe and replace the plunger that is pushed by the nurse with

either a small charge or pressurized air, which detonates when the dart hits its target. The

pressure forces the drugs into the muscle when it first makes contact with the animal.
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bear with me in spanish, bear with meaning, bear with one another, bear with me, bear with us,

bear with mange, bear without fur, bear with me meme, bear with me game, please bear with

me, bear with small head, bear with me synonym, bear with mouth open, bear with down

syndrome, bear with me or bare with me

Whitetail Savvy: New Research and Observations about America's Most Popular Big Game

Animal

LGSW, “WILDLY DELIGHTFUL! Must read.. This DELIGHTFUL book is full of stories of the

adventures of a wildlife biologist, some sweet and endearing, others terrifying, all instructional.

David Kocka manages wildlife resources for a Virginia agency in the lovely Shenandoah Valley

and the Blue Ridge mountains, where there are many, many wild animals and his "tails" of his

adventures are really fun and make me smile. Kocka's advice and tips on how the rest of us

should deal with the wild animals we encounter, both at home and on the trails, is excellent.

What do you do if you see a fully-grown bear in your yard, staring right at you? How do you

keep the raccoons and bears out of your trash cans? What do you do if you find a baby wild

animal alone, without its mother? All these mysteries and more are revealed with gentleness

and a sense of humor; it's a fun read, both educational and revealing of one man's love and

dedication to the wild in our world.”

R. Dennis, “Tales of a brilliant Wildlife Biologist. I bought this book for my 16-year-old daughter

who aspires to be a wildlife biologist and it is awesome!! She loves all the stories and I am

reading them too and find them very enjoyable. Honestly, every person should be giving this

book 5 stars and here is why. The author is not only extremely knowledgeable, intelligent and

experienced but he has ingenuity, wit, and wisdom that makes this book incredibly interesting.”

Diego Fox, “Tails of Paddington. Early in his introduction the author tells the reader about

placing stories of his work experiences in written form for his children and grandchildren which

is a commendable action and also provides the reader with some insight into the author's

world.The book is written in a series of short stories each easily read in a few minutes time or

less. Some of the stories can actually be read in the duration of a red light.Enjoy!”

Brian Ahier, “Excellent overview of Bear and Deer in Virginia. Written with wit and great

expertise. David Kocka is not a park ranger, a forest ranger, or even a game warden. Bear With

Me, My Deer: Tails of a Virginia Wildlife Biologist is a glimpse into one man's adventures while

working for an agency responsible for managing the wildlife resources within its boundaries.”

Rick Wilson, “Best of the Best. I've known Dave Kocka for nearly three decades as a trusted

wildlife biologist and friend. Without the input of friends and professionals like Dave it would

have been extremely difficult to begin and grow God's Ministry of Farmers and Hunters

Feeding the Hungry into a National Feeding Ministry providing over 20 Million meals from 1997

to the present.I loved reading BEAR WITH ME, MY DEER by David M. Kocka. The following

few samples of the titles of the chapters speak volumes about this book: “An Inconvenient

Deer” “It Got Her Goat” “Backup Needed...Really?” “The Parking Deck Bear” “I Could Tell Ya,

but I’d Have to Kill Ya”  “The Wedding Week Bear””



Island Girl, “Makes a great gift. Purchased as a gift for Biology Major's graduation present.

They were thrilled with it and said later they really enjoyed reading it.”

The book by David M. Kocka has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 29 people have provided feedback.
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